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Truck accidents are bad news for any carrier, but for McKenzie Tank Lines, a chemical and petroleum hauler out of 
Tallahassee, Florida, even a minor crash can have a major impact. McKenzie operates a fleet of about 400 tractors and 
1,000 trailers, including specialized tank trailers for hauling a variety of hazardous materials, such as crude oil, refined 
petroleum products, propane, sulfuric acid, nitric acid, and sodium hydroxide.

Jim Kennedy, director of maintenance at McKenzie, estimates that their average accident liability is at least $10,000 
without taking into account product loss and the severity of the accident. If the accident is a rollover, the cost is a minimum 
of $150,000. “And that’s just to total out the tank and trailer,” explains Kennedy. “If there are injuries or any product release 
into the environment, especially sensitive areas like waterways, the costs can be tremendous—easily reaching $1 million.”

Reducing Loss & Liability
For McKenzie, improving driver safety to prevent accidents of any kind is critical to the longevity of their business.  
“We are a family-owned company and largely self-insured with a $1 million dollar deductible, therefore a majority of  
the losses go directly to our bottom line,” says Kennedy. Additionally, as part of the smaller, specialized industry segment  
of hazmat haulers, news travels fast and a poor safety record could do lasting damage to their reputation.

“We needed a solution that would identify our high-risk drivers so that we could work to improve the minority that was 
exposing us to the most risk,” says Kennedy. “We wanted to be able to implement a proactive safety program that would 
effectively reduce our accident-related losses and help us get these sensitive products delivered safely to our customers.”

McKenzie implemented the Critical Event Reporting application in February 2009. After implementing CER, McKenzie  
went nine months rollover free as compared to three rollover crashes in 2008.

“Our core reason for implementing Critical Event 
Reporting (CER) was to gather actionable data that would help us 

understand and modify driver behavior to ultimately avoid accidents and 
prevent the loss of life and environmental damage. ” 

— Jim Kennedy Director of Maintenance, McKenzie Tank Lines
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McKenzie’s Story:  
Actionable Data
Reduces Rollovers  
and Loss 

Challenges
• Inefficient “across-the-board”  

driver training

• High accident-related costs, even  
with “minor” accidents

Goals
• Reduce exposure to accident liability

• Improve focus and efficacy of  
driver training

• Ensure safe product delivery

Solution
•  CER application to support proactive  

safety measures to reduce high-risk  
driving behaviors

Benefits 
• Easy identification of high-risk drivers

• Improved training efficiency

• Reduced exposure to accident liability

• Reduced product loss and spills

• Fortified reputation for safety

Results 
• 20% reduction in critical events

• No rollover accidents during first 
nine months after implementation

Leveraging Safety Technology and Actionable Data 
McKenzie was first introduced to on-board safety systems through 
its participation in field testing of active safety systems as part of 
the Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (IVI) program conducted in 2001 
funded by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA). 
Kennedy says he’s been a huge advocate of safety technology 
systems ever since.

“Our core reason for implementing CER was to gather actionable 
data that would help us understand and modify driver behavior 
to ultimately avoid accidents and prevent the loss of life and 
environmental damage,” says Kennedy.

Since implementing the application, McKenzie has been able to 
use CER near real-time alerts to gain visibility into risk-indicative 
hard braking and stability control events. “If we reduce these critical 
events, we know the drivers are staying more in control of the trucks 
and that helps to prevent accidents.”

McKenzie monitors event activity per driver for stability control on 
the Bendix ABS-6 Advanced with ESP Stability System and hard 
braking events directly from the Electronic Control Module (ECM) 
each month. The data is used to compare the percentage of events 
in a particular month to the same period the previous year to get 
a snapshot of fleet-wide driver safety. In addition, if a driver has 
had more than three events in a month, the driver is tagged for 
supplemental safety training.

Targeted Training
McKenzie has used the data to develop targeted, proactive 
training programs that it can focus on drivers with the riskiest 
behaviors. “We no longer use the same training program across 
the entire driver pool,” says Kennedy. “With the CER data, we 
are able to ‘manage by exception’ so that we are focusing our 
training resources where we’ll achieve the highest return on safety. 
Rather than training everyone in everything, we have been able to 
prioritize our training to address the most problematic areas with 
the most problematic drivers. CER has enabled us to do more  
with less.”

Specifically, since launching its CER-based safety training program, 
McKenzie has seen a 20% reduction in critical events.

McKenzie implemented the 
Critical Event Reporting (CER application 

in February 2009. After implementing CER, 
McKenzie went nine months rollover free as 
compared to three rollover crashes in 2008. 
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Fact-Based Conversations & Immediate Results
McKenzie realized the power of the CER application the very first week of implementation. One of its 
drivers with a consistent route through Jacksonville, Florida accumulated 7 stability control events in 10 
days. When Kennedy and the regional area manager reviewed the events on the satellite map available on 
the CER portal, they noticed that 5 of the 7 events occurred when the driver was driving at just 17-18 mph 
through a particular cloverleaf. With this detailed and accurate data, the area manager was able to have 
a fact-based discussion with the driver and review safe driving practices to avoid a stability control event. 
That driver had zero stability control events the following month.

The accurate, objective CER data has been critical in having effective fact-based conversations, “especially 
with more experienced drivers,” says Kennedy. For example, the Jacksonville driver has been with the 
company for over 30 years, is very experienced and has never actually had a rollover. “Of course it’s good 
that they’ve never rolled a truck, but, because they have never had that experience, they don’t have a 
sense of where that rollover threshold is—they might be getting close to it every day they’re on the road.” 
With the CER alerts, McKenzie can show a driver how frequently they approach that critical threshold and 
use that data to encourage safe driving behavior.

CER Incident Summary

Specifically, since launching its CER-based 
safety training program, McKenzie has seen a 

20% reduction in critical events.
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Power of Near Real-time Visibility and Easily Extracted Actionable Data
A key benefit of the CER application for McKenzie is the near real-time notification of critical events via 
user-friendly email alerts. The email alerts are easy to configure and vehicles can be grouped based 
on the organizational structure so email notifications are sent to the appropriate manager as soon as 
an events occurs. The alerts enable the fleet manager to call the driver immediately to understand the 
gravity of the event, gather more facts, and provide immediate feedback related to safe driving practices. 
McKenzie also uses the CER data to maintain reports that give an accurate picture of long-term unsafe 
driving patterns.

For Kennedy, this near real-time, wirelessly transmitted data is a huge improvement over older event 
recording systems that required time-consuming manual downloads. “It was so cumbersome,” 
remembers Kennedy. “We had to get the truck to the terminal, insert a card to read the data, then 
transfer the data over to a computer. When you are running a 400 truck operation, it is just too much 

work to extract the data—and it was always old by the time we got it anyway.”  
 
Improved Driver Communication and Acceptance
The near real-time data has also helped improve communication with drivers as it allows managers to 
discuss an event with a driver while the details are fresh in their mind. “We’ve found that our drivers are 
pretty honest in taking responsibility for a risky move and have been really quick to make an effort to 
drive more safely,” says Kennedy. “It’s also helped give those of us back at the terminal an idea of just 
how precarious the driving conditions can be for our drivers out on the road.”

Kennedy admits that some drivers have reservations about the usefulness of the CER application. 
“They may be in a bit of denial about how risky their behavior is, but when we have an accumulation of 
accurate, objective data that points to a problem, we keep talking to them and, eventually, we see those 
behaviors improve.”

Over his 27 years with McKenzie, Kennedy has observed an increasing openness from drivers toward 
on-board technologies. “The younger drivers are more comfortable with technology and, in general, all 
drivers seem to be more open to change now, especially in this economic climate when they understand 
that we need to do what needs to be done in order to stay alive,” says Kennedy.

“With the CER data, we are able 

to ‘manage by exception’ so 

that we are focusing our training 

resources where we’ll achieve the 

highest return on safety.”

Jim Kennedy,  
Director of Maintenance 
McKenzie Tank Lines 
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Proactive Safety and Competitive Edge
“Hauling chemicals is not to be taken lightly and safety is imperative to us,” says Kennedy. “A number 
of years ago, we made the simple but critical decision that we would not sacrifice safety for profits. We 
actually lost a few customers because we weren’t willing to cut safety services in order to lower our prices, 
but now we’re getting more customers despite our higher rates.” McKenzie knows its chemical customers 
are more safety conscious than nonhazmat customers; they are more acutely aware of the risk of accidents, 
spills and environmental damage. “When we have an accident, it certainly hurts us, but the customer is 
getting hit with a significant loss as well.” 
 
With the improved safety results being supported by CER application, McKenzie has been able to fortify 
its reputation as a safety-focused carrier and highlight its safety-oriented profile when trying to attract new 
business. “We’ve developed a respected reputation because we always put safety above everything else. 
We stick by that standard and our customers value that because it means we’re going to do our best to 
get their product delivered safely.” 

It’s Just So Easy
When it comes to the implementation of the CER application, Kennedy says it was incredibly simple. “The 
CER application streamlined the old data collection process so that now we’re able to get recent and long-
term data at our fingertips. It’s just so easy!” “The president of McKenzie, Jim Shaeffer, said that CER is 
the most significant technology enhancement he’s seen in all his years in the industry—and I agree,” says 
Kennedy. “The CER application makes it easy to capture the data, and then takes it to the next level where 
it is also easy to extract and analyze it, to actually turn it into something useful. It makes it easy to filter out 
the fluff so you can really see which drivers are putting your company in danger so you can get in there, 
talk to them, and get them to reduce their risk before an accident happens.”

“We’ve developed a 
respected reputation 
because we always put 
safety above everything 
else. We stick by that 
standard and our customers 
value that because it means 
we’re going to do our 
best to get their product 
delivered safely.”

Jim Kennedy,  
Director of Maintenance 
McKenzie Tank Lines

Incident Location—Hybrid View
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Critical Event Reporting
The CER application is an automatic vehicle monitoring capability 
that enables safety and fleet managers to proactively manage the 
safety behavior of their drivers in near realtime. By continuously 
monitoring fleet vehicles for critical safety-related events, the CER 
application helps these managers to prevent accidents before 
they occur—reducing the resultant suffering, high costs, and legal 
liabilities that can cripple a fleet.

Mobile computing platforms support the monitoring of hard-
braking and manually triggered events. Stability control systems 
from Bendix and Meritor WABCO Vehicle Control Systems and lane 
departure warning systems by Iteris® can also be easily integrated 
to expand the critical event monitoring capabilities.

The CER application provides second-by-second sensor data 
ranging from five minutes before an event until two minutes 
afterward, including critical information such as driver/truck ID, 
time/date, position/location and driver hours-of-service compliance 
as well as on-board vehicle sensor and device information such as 
parking brake status and vehicle speed. All of this data is wirelessly 
transmitted and then consolidated into one central, web-based 
location on the CER Portal, where it can then be used to support a 
variety of proactive fleet safety efforts:

• Reduce critical events and accidents

• Improve driver behavior

• Capture evidence for accident and freight damage 
investigations

• Honor fleet social responsibility for highway safety

• Preserve fleet reputation for safety and customer service 

Key Features
• Continuously monitors 

fleet vehicles for critical 
events

• Sends near real-time alerts 
to safety and fleet managers 
when critical events occur

• Provides second-by-second 
sensor data ranging from five 
minutes before an event until 
two minutes afterward

• Provides driver/truck ID, 
time/date, position/location, 
hours-of-service compliance, 
and onboard vehicle sensor 
and device information

• Provides graphical satellite-
image, and hybrid maps  
of incident locations for 
critical events
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The Omnitracs Alliance Program facilitates integration of Omnitracs solutions with other leading companies that 
provide complementary technologies and services. This program taps into the power of integration in order to 
best meet the needs of our shared customers. 
 
We offer Omnitracs Professional Services to all sizes of fleets to help you utilize our applications and our partners’ 
applications in the most efficient way. Our assessment, integration, custom development and programming, 
training, business intelligence, and predictive modeling services deliver practical solutions. This critical 
information increases your productivity and efficiency, so you can both grow and differentiate your business. 
 
The Omnitracs Services Portal provides access to a suite of web-based fleet management applications, including 
satellite mapping. Data from the Services Portal can be integrated into your existing enterprise systems.

Getting More from Your Technology Investment

About Omnitracs, LLC
Omnitracs is the global pioneer of innovative and comprehensive fleet management solutions transforming the 
transportation industry through technology and insight.  Omnitracs’ more than twenty five years of leadership 
and experience uniquely positions it to serve the industry’s needs for seamlessly integrated compliance, safety, 
productivity, route planning and delivery, analytics, and transportation management system solutions. Omnitracs’ 
more than 1000 employees deliver software-as-a-service based solutions that help more than 40,000 private and 
for-hire fleet customers manage over 1500,000 mobile assets in more than 70 countries. Omnitracs’ portfolio 
encompasses Omnitracs Latin America and the solutions formerly known as Roadnet Technologies, XRS Corp, 
Sylectus, and Omnitracs Analytics. Omnitracs is a member of the Vista Equity Partners group of companies.

Learn how you can use our applications, 
platforms, and services to reduce costs, 
increase profitability, and stay competitive. 
Visit www.omnitracs.com and let us show you 
how you can save time and money.
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